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Organized, Cafeteria Cashier professional legal secretary with strong 
administrative and people skills. Able to work independently and prioritize tasks 
based on attorney and client needs. Looking for the opportunity to secure a 
position as a paralegal in a law firm specializing in litigation. Exhibits strong 
attention to detail, and accurately follows oral and written instructions.

2006 – 2006
CAFETERIA CASHIER - ABC CORPORATION

 Worked as cashier during the week.
 Duties included opening, running, and balancing the cash drawer daily.
 Worked as chef on the weekends.
 Duties included cooking breakfast/ lunch and deli preparation.
 Restocked and prepared the kitchen for the following day.
 Acted above and beyond the call of duty to ensure customer satisfaction.
 Handled money and counting a till at the end of the shift.

2001 – 2003
CAFETERIA CASHIER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Running point of sale register Collecting payments Making bank deposits.
 Sold food items to students with a computerized cashier system Organized and 

assembled food items in an orderly fashion Price checked items Displayed .
 Assist with Activities Related to Food Preparation Handles all transactions (like; 

cash and card) that takes place during check-in.
 Included but not limited to checking the schedule daily and preparing the meals

for middle aged children.
 After reading a recipe and preparing the meal I then had to serve the children, I 

also worked at the cash register which included accepting cash, .
 After serving the lunch I had to clean and sanitize the kitchen then prepare the 

meals for the next day.
 Inventory and customer service.

EDUCATION

A.S. In Paralegal
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SKILLS

MS Office, Data Entry.
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